DECLARATION OF TERMS & CONDITIONS
Fast Fibr LLC (the Company) is not directly a provider of Internet access, telecommunications
services or digital television (cable TV). Instead the Company acts as a project developer and
systems integrator for private networks, acting solely as a managed service provider. By keeping
with what we do best, we ensure network uptime, performance and compliance when necessary
or when state and federal regulations require.
Fast Fibr’s (pronounced “fiber”) micro-Content Delivery Network (mCDN™) is a privately installed
fiber optic network capable of supporting the GPON (gigabit passive optical network) broadband
standard. In most cases the network privacy policy is governed by community members
themselves, when these policies do not exist the following is a summary of the network privacy
rules Fast FiBR abides by in strict compliance to our internal codes of conduct.

General Terms
Our approach to doing business is to service clients responsibly and to provide generally accepted
practices within our industry to assure reliability and consistency. Although every project
requires separate terms and conditions, we abide by the following core initiatives.
Net Neutrality
We may have to abide by new regulation, requirements or compliance specifications as not yet
defined by the Federal Communications Commission. Our commitment is to never prioritize or
purposefully “throttle” any user or any content provider driving traffic over Fast FiBR networks,
no matter if offers to be paid to do so are offered.
An Ongoing Commitment To Best Supporting Fair Use
As services continue to be launched from the “cloud” many changes are taking place in regards to
licensed content, copyrights and who has what right to obtain, consume, distribute or transport
this content. Currently many renegotiations are underway to lower the cost of entertainment
content, but no single, standardized solution has emerged.
Everything from broadcast television, cable/satellite (paid) television programming, streaming
(OTT), Video-on-Demand (VOD), Pay-Per-View (PPV) and even how music may be streamed or
downloaded is now under very stringent rules, decided by the content producers and distributors
themselves. Fast FiBR will continue to allow all its clients to benefit from these cost efficiencies by
simply staying out of the way and allowing consumers to obtain any legally available content
afforded to them.
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